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Mixed Problems for Singular and
Degenerate Hyperbolic Equations
By

Akisato KuBO*

We start with a simple example.
Let us consider the mixed
problem for a weakly hyperbolic equation of third order:
A= (Dt— atl/2Dx) (Df — tD%) -\-any smooth lower order terms\

where (f, *) e (0, 7") X/J+, Dt=-i(d/dt), Dx=-i(3/dx) and a is a
positive constant =£1. Since the principal symbol of A is of the form:
AQ(T, f) =0 as the equation of f has the roots f+ with positive
imaginary part and fL9 f2- each with negative imaginary part for
Imr<0. For the mixed problem considered to be well posed the
number of boundary operators to be given should be equal to that
of roots f of AQ(T, ?) =0 with Im?>0. Therefore to the above example
we may give a boundary condition u |*=o—g(0 9 f°r example,, Then
in our paper it will be shown that there exists the unique solution
u&H00((Q, T) XE+) of the following problem. Since we consider tDt
and t3/2Dx instead of Dt and Dx respectively, we write A[u] as
follows,
' A[u]=r*{(tDt-at*/2Ds)((tDt')2--t*D*)+lower

order terms]

(0.1)
s

all t-derivatives of f and g are zero at t = §a

Now we consider the problem in the more general situation,,
Let P and Bk(k= 1 ? 0 . . , m+) be given by
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P=P(t,x,y;tDt,Dx,Ds)
s=0

with SMOO^O, flfeo^l, a real number *>0 and
(0.3)

Bt=Bt(t,j>;tDt,DaD,)
s=0 i

2

*'W+|1>I)A{,» (f, jO (f A) 'DID",

with ^o,r ft ,o=l for 0^rk^m — l9
We assume all the coefficients of {P, Bk} are smooth in R+xRn.
Furthermore we impose the following assumption (A) on {P, Bk} :
(A)-i
(A)-ii

For the set #={(*, *,jO e/Z+X/t 1 ; I(*,*,J>0 l^o} all the
coefficients of {P, 5J are constant in J?++1VT.
P is hyperbolic with respect to t, that is, the principal
symbol of P is of the form:
m

(0.4)

P.(*,*,j>;r,£, 9 )=n(r-W',*,.y;£,7)), (f, 7)
J=l

where ^-(^ #,jy; f, ^) are real and distinct. Hence when (J, x,y)
Imr<;0 and r]^Rn~l, Pm = 0 has only non-real roots with respect to
£. Let ??2+ be the number of roots with positive imaginary part.
We denote such roots by [£+Q(t, x,y\ rKr,
(A)-iii

(P, Pfe} satisfy the uniform Lopatinski's condition on x = Q,
that is, for the Lopatinski's determinant

(o. 5)

R0

R*(t,y\0, ^ ) ^ 0 holds for (f, j;) e [0, oo) xRn'\ ImO^Q, ytER"-1 and
(», ?) ^ (0, 0) , where jB M (f, j; A, /?„ A) =
Z
A?y« (^ jO /)j/)^
»+/+|w|=r f t

In case of the above example, P(t, x; Dh Dx) = t3A[u] = (tDt)3 —
a(tDt)2(tmDx) - (tDt) (t*/2DxY + a(t*/2Dxy Slower order terms and in (0. 4)
actually we have m = 39 P 3 (f, x, r, f) = (^)0(r, f)» ^ = 3/2, ^i = flf, ^ = f,
Now we consider a flat mixed problem for {P, Bk} satisfying the
assumption (A).
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n
(0.6)

. M. P.))

Bk[_u]=gto(t,j>),
l^k^m+, on (0, T)
g and gto are jiat at , =0-

~

Recently Sakamoto [10] considered the following flat mixed problem for a degenerate hyperbolic equation of order m:
t, *; A, A) =

j

with

and <e(0, T), with the boundary operators on #,, = 0

#»(*,*'; z?,, 0«)=s s

/=0 i + | u | = r - y

^a,*')^0+'"+f

with fy= (^/ + 7/+i)/2 ? l^A^?7z/2 and ??z is even8 J/ has more degeneracy than our operator P at £ = 0 and {& j\ are boundary operators
associated with jtf. Then she gave a sufficient condition for the
problem to be //^-well posed and then showed that in case ^X) the
problem is C°°-well posed0 However her result in [10] is not a full
extension of [8; 9] in such a sense that on the equations some
stronger conditions are assumed in [10] than in [8; 9],
The aim of this paper is to obtain a complete extension of
Sakamoto's result in [8; 9] without assuming m to be even0
We
shall consider such mixed problem with flat data at £ = 0 in §1^§4
and with data which are not always flat at £ — 0 in Appendix., Our
main result is as follows.
Theorem 0.1. For given flat data: fQ^H00((0, T) xRn+) and g^
Hoa((Q, T) XE""1) (1 ^j^m+) there exists the unique solution u of (F.M.P.)
in H00((0, T) X/ft^). For any integer j^O there exist a constant C3
integers N and Ns(j= 1, . . . , m+) such that the estimate
(0 7)

'

INI
+
i

holds.

\gjO\
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Remark 1. C, N and Nj(l^j^m+) depend on
for k + l+ \fi\ ^max(2, m-I9s), i+j+\»\=m9
O

for

and \\D\Dffi»(t,y}\\OO for
This theorem can be applied to the following type of operators.
Example 1.
2

2

D t-t(D

(Toricomi's operator)
2

x

+ D y)=r2{(tDty-t\Dl + Dl) flower order terms]

in (£, x9y) e (0, T) xR+xR with the boundary operator on # = 0:
= rl [atDt + 1^3/2 (-/

2.

(Euler-Poisson-Darboux operator)

l
Dl-^Dl+r
Dt = r2{(tDty-f.(tDxY l
i=i l
i=i

+ tDi-\~lower order terms]

in (t, x'9 xn) e(0, T) xRn~1xR+ with the boundary operator on xn = 0:
aDt+(-Dx n +bDx,)=rl{atDt + t(-Dx n +bDx,)}
(a,b^R\ a>\b\).
Our method is summarized as follows.
By the substitution s = tl!, P is reduced to an operator:
P = smP(s, x,y. A, Da D,) =sm {Pm(sl/K, x,y; xDs, Da Z>,)

where o!{^(t^ x9 y) are suitable smooth functions and P is regularly
hyperbolic, however the coefficients of P are not smooth. In the
same procedure, we define BK(s9y9 Ds, Dx, Dy)e Our method is based
heavily on the energy estimate for {P9Bk}.
Following [8; 9], the
desired estimate is derived from estimates for some singular integral
operators with a parameter ^>0. In [8; 9] for this purpose sufficient
smoothness was needed for their corresponding symbols. However
in our case the symbols are not smooth at s = 0. To overcome this
difficulty we must investigate the properties of the operator H(t9y9 7-,
A, Dy) with the symbol h(t,y\ ^ r, ??) satisfying
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where 08 at1t is a non-regular symbol class introduced in
Sakamoto [7] and g(t)^&eo(R) and is equal to t in a neighborhood
of the origin. For such singular integral operators we obtain some
basic estimates, for example,,

\\*-*(Hi*H*-HiHdAgWu\\L^^
+ \\<-*u\\L^}
where HI and H2 are such operators. By making use of these estimates we can derive the desired estimate.
This paper is organized as follows.
In the first section the
existence and uniqueness theorem is proved from an energy inequality
by an approximation method. In Section 2 we shall investigate the
property of the singular integral operators with non-regular symbols
and in Section 3 we derive some basic estimates for them 0 The final
section is devoted to the proof of the energy inequality for (F. M. P.)
used in Section 1. In Appendix we consider a degenerate hyperbolic
mixed problem with data which are not necessarily flat at t = Qa
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor
T. Kakita for suggesting the problem and helpful discussions. Also
his thanks are due to Professor R8 Sakamoto and Professor H. Uryu
for their valuable advices.
§ 1. Existence and Uniqueness
We introduce a new independent variable

s= f

(1.1)
(see

[4]).

Then we observe that
t(d/dt) = KtK

where r' is a dual variable of sa We denote a(s, x,y} — a(t^ x^y).
we have

S

1=0

S

i+j+\v\=m-l

1=0

Then

aijv(s, x,y) j""" ( wrO ;f V

i+j+\v\=m-l

.

Thus, there exist smooth functions aijv(t^ x,y} satisfying

(A)-i such
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that
,y- A, A, />,) =sm {

E

t+/+Iy|=m

%,(*, *,

Then we introduce a smooth function b(s} such that £(V) — * in
{M^=7Y+1} and constant in {\s\^T0K + 2} where TQ is appeared in
(A)-i. Put, for (s,x,
i+j+\v\=m

S

1=1 i+j+\»\=m-l

4, (s, *,y) b (s) -lD'MD"y.

In the same procedure we define
Bk (s,y\ A, A, />,) =

Z

% (*, JO (^A) '^^

Then (F. M. P.) can be reduced to the problem: for Ti = T\
( P[u] =b (j) -/0(j, x, y) =/i(j, *,j») in (0, 7^
~ i &o(^)=fi 1 (J,J') on (0, 7\)
Now we prove the existence of solution of (1.2) by the compactness method as follows. Let se=(s2+e)l/2 for a non-negative
parameter s^O. We write aB(s9 x,y) =a(sB, x , f ) . We define {fi,gki}
as extensions of [fi9gki] such that {fi,gki} have compact support in
[s-^OJ as function of s and satisfy for any fixed

We consider the following hyperbolic boundary problem:
on
3teL"J=&iU,jO
where PE(BfeE) is the operator defined by replacing a{j^ b(s)~laijv

tively. We easily see that the compatibility between the data in (1.4)
holds and that the uniform Lopatinski's condition for {Pe, BkB} holds
from (A) -Hi, i. e., for Lopatinski's determinant
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(s, y)

B>0

Therefore the existence of unique solution uB^Hm-i+r((Q9Tf) xK+)
of (1.4) is guaranteed for any fixed e (see Sakamoto [8; 9]). Then
since for s^TQK all the coefficients of (PE5 BkB} are constant, considering
especially the hyperbolic mixed problem (1.4) with initial data
DtuB(T0K,x,y)(j = Q , a a a . > 77z — 1) in (T<f9 oo) xRn+9 we have the solution
UB of (1.4) such that e~rtu£^Hm-2+r(I$+xRn+) for /Ofo where ft is
some positive constant independent of sa To prove the existence
theorem of (L 2) we apply the following energy inequality which
will be established in the later section,
Theorem 1. 1. Let v be a non-negative integer. Then there are a
constant C and an integer N such that for any solution ue of (L 4) the
following inequality holds:

"+

12
I 2-i I \gjll \T
j=l
m-l

where C and N are both independent of e^rO.
Now a family of solutions {ue} B^BQ forms a bounded set in

the

space 7/ m _ 1+I ,((() 5 jTi) X/Z+) since the right hand side of (L 5) is
independent of s. Thus there exist a sequence {MS } fc= i i2i ... and a function
MG //„+„_! ((0, TO X/ft^) such that wEfe-^ weakly in //„+„_! ((0, TO xJ?J)
as ^:—>oos

Since for each A: ME is the solution of the problem

(1.4),

making &-»oo9 we observe P\_u\=f\ and D{u($9x9y) =Q(j=\9. . .9
m — l) respectively by usual arguments.
Next we shall show -§,•[&] =gj\(j— 1, . . . , m+) according to Kimura
[2]. For <f>(s, jO eS((0, 7\) X^""1), we get
\JOl \Jl2^^e
n

L
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r, y^dxdyds,

where %(x)&C°°(R+) is equal to 1 in a neighborhood of x = 0 and
vanishes when #>1. Taking account of Bje[ue]=gji(j=l,
...,
we have as £—>0,
fTlf
\ J\ n-i &i(j,J
Jo
B
\ {dx(yBj) [u
T
0

which concludes 5y[M]=&i in S 7 ((0, 7\) X/f""1), ./=!, . . . , m+. Therefore we see that u satisfies (1.2). Then the uniqueness of solution
follows from (1. 5) for e = 0,

§ 2. Singular integral operators with a parameter ^>0
For a multi -index a= (a0? al5 . . . , a w _i) = (a0? «05

we

write D?y =

1

D?°Dy*. . . ££-[.

Let fl be either /Cf. or U"' . We define, for / an

open interval in t, ^fmi^r(IxQ)
with a positive parameter p as
follows. u<^3fmi-r(IX@) if and only if e~rtu belongs to Hm(IxQ)
with the inner product defined respectively by
i)

in the case for Q=R^
te dtdxdy
^g dtdy.
Q

ii)

in the case for Q=Rn~l ,
(f, 4) *„..«*»= i: \
m>

T

\»\^mJIxQ

e^DiJDte dtdy.

For the both cases the norm are denoted by
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(( f "tfmi _rcrx30) = \j9 f /JfOTi_ 7 (/xa0)°
In this section and §3 we treat the case ii) only. We denote there
3t?mi-.r(RxRn~l) by 3Fm,-r In §4 the case i) is treated,, Then we
denote C/^)^^^, and <f,g>^_j(RxRn^
by (Lg)^_7 and
^/9^)jf _ respectively,, In particular for the both cases we denote
^fo,-r by Jf_ r simply.
We say that a (t, y\ f, T, if) is a regular symbol of degree m if it
satisfies the conditions:
i) a is homogeneous of degree m in (7-, r9 y) ^R+xRne
ii) a is infinitely differentiable in (t, y\ 7-, r9 ^^RnxR+xRn and
satisfies

sup

I DfiD'rDfr (t,r, T, T, 7) l<°°,

where L+ = { (r, r? 37) e 5" | r>0} .
Then we define a singular integral operator for a regular symbol a

(2.0)

a(!9

for u^C0(Rn), following to Sakamoto [8; 9],
When we regard
a
r
as
(t*y\ 7? ? y)
a pseudo-differential operator for any fixed ^>03
^(fr r? 27) = (^2 + r2+ 1^| 2 ) 1/2 essentialy play the same role as a weight
function. Therefore the same arguments as established for the pseudodifferential operator with a weight function hold for a(t^y\ ^ A? A>) 5
too. We represent the symbol of a singular integral operator a(t,y;
Y,DhDy) by a (a). Then the following results hold for a(X') where
X' ' ~ (t^yi Y> rj ^) (see Kumano-go [3]) .
Lemma A. Let a(X') be a regular symbol of degree ka
any real number s
i) a(a(t,y; r, Dt, Dy)A>(r, Dt, /),)) =a(X')A°(r, T, ?),
ii) for a non-negative integer m, there holds

Then for

a (a (t,y; r, Df, D,) A* (r, Dh D,) b (0 -)
+d (Z') ,
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From Lemma A it follows immediately

Lemma B.
it holds

There exists a constant C such that for any

\\[a(t9y; r, A, Dy)A^
We introduce the norm of a(x) e &a

+

E

sup

1»I=M *t.e/Sn(i=1.2)

| (D& (Xl) - (Did) (*2) | / | (Xl - *2) | -M.

Let us consider in detail the singular integral operator associated
with a non-regular symbol with a parameter ?C>0. Let F be an
open conic set in RlxRn+l, that is, F is an open subset in RlxR?+l
and for any (x9 0) ^F and s^>0 it holds (x,s6)^F, and let
//(#; 7-3 r, 77) be homogeneous of degree 0 with respect to (7-, r, TJ) .
Now according to [7] we introduce a symbol class for Fl = { (x ; 7-, r, 77)
|(r, r, 77)1 = 11,
a.fe(A) = {#(*; r, ^ 7) I \H\* icr1)=
a k

'

4. v

L

r

sun

E

I^I^Ca]

MI+»^*

sup |7/^(x; r, r, >7) I
T,

I^^C^i; r? > y) -H^(X^ r, *, ?) I ^^1l5
-

^

where //^(^ r, r, 77) =D^DvT7fDirH(X; r, T,7) .
We denote &atk(RnxL+) by ^ a>fe and &a(Rn) by &a for simplicity.
Let Yj (7-, r, 37) be a normalized real spherical harmonics of degree
/ such that \ Y?(j, r, 7])da = l. Let us write a base of the spherical
J^n
harmonics of /-th order as {F/m(^ r, 7?)} m==lt2i ... na) .
Let //(^"O e«^ a i f e (a^0).

Then there exists an extension H(Xf)

of H(X'} such that H(X') is homogeneous of degree 0 with respect
to (r, r, rj) ^Rn+l and that H(X') satisfies

(see [7]).
We put alm(t, jO = \

Jsn

H(t, y\ 7-, r, /?) ^(7-, r, 77)^5 Then we have
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H(X') =a(t, y} + Z alm(t, y}Ylm(r, T, ?).
/Sl.m

Now we define the singular integral operator H(t,y; 7-, Dt, Dy) with
for a^O, AeJV: for M

(2. 3)

H(t,y; r, A, A)a(*,jO =#(*,.?; r, A, AM*, >)
J Rn

eict'^°cr-')^m(r, r, 7)^; (r, ,) drdrj

where we write a^(t^y) for a ( t , f ) and YQ for the Identity operator8
We have
(2.4)

\

\

H

u

\

\

_

By the mean value theorem

H (X') = HQ (X') + rHl (X')

(2.5)

where H°(x') =H(t9 y\ 05 r9 57) and Hl(X')
— 1 with respect to (7-, r3 37) .

is homogeneous of degree

Proposition QQ For constants 0<a<l, 0^<5 and 0<^
c (t, y} satisfies the following properties:

assume that

t,y)
(*)
rt holds for ^e^f_ r , i = 0, . . . , n -

(2.6)

11(^-^0 A>(0«ll^.
NX

where e{= (0, . . . ? lf . . . , 0) <3^c? A is a sufficiently

large integer,

The proof consists of two parts,, We begin with the proof for the
case when H(X'} is independent of (£, jO« We shall prepare two
lemmas.
Lemma 2. 1. Tfer^ ^wfa a constant C such that for

i) rllHl(r,A,A)«ll*_r^C||ii||.*v
ii) r\ \H] (r, A, A) c a, jO «l l^_ r , r\ k a, j») ^J (r, A, A) «l
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where H](r, r, if) = (r, rj) *JHl(r, T9*i) for j = 0,...9n-I.
Proof,

i)

By the definition (2. 0)

rmr, A, z^lU^rll^W] (r, *, 7)^0-, ?) 11^
=jr| I//1 (7-, r, if) *-*M (r, 37) | \L2(Rn) (Plancherel's formula)

Since ?Hl (X') is homogeneous of degree 0 in (7-, r, 37) , we have i) .
ii) In the same way as in i)

and similarly

Lemma 2. 2. There exists a constant C such that for
_r, we have

ii)

r|

\ ft \ = 1 and

I (c//1) £>f, (6 (0 a) 1 1jr _ / , r| | (frc) Dl, (b (0 «) | |^_r

Proof. We write £ = (t , y) and b (f) by t for simplicity.
i)
Put Z).= {(«,OeJfP to+1) ||(«-«')l>e} for s>0. Then we
consider the expression according to Calderon-Zygmund [1],

where Y(^) is the kernel of the operator H°9 homogeneous of degree
— n and belongs to <f (/^XtO}) and its mean value over the sphere
|-?:|=1 is zero. By integrating by parts we have

e"™° (cH° -
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(2.7)

|(*-*')l=e

where the last integral Is extended over the surface of the sphere
K£— O I — £ and /3£ is the i-th direction cosine of the normal to the
spherical surface.
Calderon-Zygmund [1] proved for

where c(z) e^1+a(Un) and T is an arbitrary singular Integral operator
with symbol independent of £. Since £i(£)^«^i+a 5 we have Immediately

(2.8)
Observing that ko-Df/^UO \<const. d, by Theorem 2 in [1] we
see that the first term of (2. 7) represents a function of £ whose
L2-norm does not exceed const. d\\u\\jp_ .
Since £o= — (£ — Oo+£o> we have £A0 second term of (2.7)

Taking account of |^2(^) 1^+^^
(2. 9)

W,U)

-^2^0

we

na

ve

j=0

l+a

where |6(^;, ^') | ^Cd \z— z' \ a Hence, by the same method as used
in the second, third and fourth terms in (44) of [1], we have

Similarly, noting that \c2(z) \<.const. 5, we have

ll/ill^i
From (2.9) it follows
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J I (*-*') I =8

sn

where (0=(z~z')/s.
Since enY(eco) =Y(ai), we see that as e tend to
zero this term has a limit whose absolute value is dominated by
const. d\e r*Qu(z) |.

Therefore we have

(2. 10)

Gathering these results we obtain i).
ii) Noting that \zQ(D%c)u\ ^ \ (D^^u \ + \z0(D%c2)u^C( \w I +8\u |),
the proof of ii) is carried out using Lemma 2. 1.
The proof of Proposition 0. By combining i) with ii) of Lemma
2.2 we easily see that it holds for i = 0, ..., n — 1,

\\(c(t, y)H(r, Dh D,) -H(r, Dt, D^c

Next we consider the case where H(X') depends on (t, y). Let
expand H(X'} in spherical harmonics in (2. 6) and apply the above
estimate to every term of the numerical series. Then by the well
known properties about [Ylm] we see that they are dominated in
Jf_7-norm by a convergent numerical series (see [1][5]). Therefore
we have Proposition 00
Remark 2, In case cz = 0, by the same arguments as in the above
for c2=0 we have

which corresponds to the conclusion of our Proposition for d =

§ 3. The Estimates for Singular Integral Operators
with Some Non-regular Symbols
Now we consider a non-regular symbol H(X')

of the form:
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iii)
1 iv)

where Hp(X') and H8(X') are non-regular symbols of degree 0 with
Q<^fjt^d<^c0<^oo and Hr is a regular symbol, and 0<^a<^l 9 /zEEJV".
Actually it will be shown in §4 that such a non-regular symbol does
exist. We assume h is chosen appropriately large in the following
argument.
Lemma 3. 1. For any H^(Xf) e^ a > 2 A (0^a<l) and any k^N,
is a constant C such that for

there

(3.1)

where Hi°H(t,y\ 7-, Dh Dy) is a singular integral operator with symbol

Proof.

We write b(f) by t for simplicity. If H(X') is a regular

symbol, by the representation HI given in (2. 2) we have

^S
l.m

\aln\\\(Ylm°H-Ylm

^const. \\tu\\^k_lf_r (see [8; 9]).
Therefore it suffices to prove (3, 1) for the case where H(X') =
(X') +Hs(X'}a
By the expansion formula we get

and
l.m

We note that from (**)-ii), iii) and iv) in the above it follows that
fii)'
(**)

iii)'

|af m (f, 7 )U
\ta'lm(t,j>)
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(see

[1] [5]).
Let R, (r, r,7) - (r,7) JA(y,

r, 9) (» = 0, . . . , n - 1)

and #7(j-, r, 9) = r/A(f, r, ij).
First we shall prove (3.1) for k = l.

We have

l.m i=0

(3. 2)

+ E E{|| (almHl-HlatiD?,([YlmRl,

(3.3)

+|| (alH, - H&ti De4 (tYlmRiu) \ \^_) .

l.m i=0

*]«) H- r

Lemma B implies that (3.2) is dominated by const. d\\u\\^>_ .

By

using (2.10) (3.3) is dominated by const. d\\u\\^_ .
Therefore we have
(3.4)

\\(HloH8-HlH8)Atu\\^_7^C(rfJt\\tu\\^_r

+

On the other hand, since H^X') ^^i+a^nffi)
Remark 2, (**) -ii) ' and z'v) ' we have similarly

(3.5)

on account of

||(H1//,-//1o^)^l^7^C(i+r^)INIt5r.r.

Combining (3. 4) and (3. 5) we get
(3.6)

||(#io(#, + //,)-#1(/^

When k 5:2, we have
1 1 (H,o (H, + Hi) - ft (H, + Hi) ) A*tu\ \^_

(3.7)

applying Lemma B to the first term of (3. 7) and by (3. 4) and (30 5)
we have
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Hence we complete the proof of Lemma 3, 1.
Lemma 3 0 2 0 For Me«?fj_i f _ r there exists a constant C such that

!!(#-#*) 4*6(Oa||*_7^CW
where H* is a formal adjoint operator of H with respect to (r, rf) and H
is the singular integral operator with symbol H(X'}a
Proof,

It is sufficient to prove for H=Hf, + Hd by [8; 9].

The
o

o

proof for k — 1 is done as follows. By expanding the function Hft + Hi
in spherical harmonics, we have

^ S {SI I (y,, « + afj - (ag. + afj y,J A'W (0 «) I U r
Z.fH

~T

«=0

rRr(l>(t)ur^_r}
_ ) in the same manner

as in

deriving (3.6) in Lemma 3. 1.
The case for k^2 is carried out as in Lemma 3. 1.
Lemma 3.3. Let 3t?e.&ki2hr\&i+«.2h and assume I^U 02/1 <^.

Then

for as *»_!._,.

ii)
Proof.

In case ^ is even, we obtain for

A"(T, Dt, zg - (r*+^+S £>5£)6/
we obtain
(3. 8)

\\(^A"

For A=l we have
AJP-#A=JZ
The same method used in deriving (3.5) in Lemma 30 1. leads to
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(3.9)
Also in case k is odd (^3), making use of (3.8), (3.9) we have

In the same manner we have ii).
Lemma 3.4. For

Proof.

Since we have Hu = ^ dim(t,y}Ylm(Y, r, rf) and
l,m

n-l
£=0

T, 9) iRi (r, r, ?) + r&r (r5 ^ 9) 9

on account of (**) -ii) ' Lemma B give the desired result.

Lemma 3.5. For u^^^-^-j the following estimates hold

ii)

\\(HtA-AHt}bW#-hi\\*_T£C((l+r^^

Proof,

i) It is sufficient to prove i) in case k—l.

We have

(Ab (0 tf 5 - b (0 //^) M = XRt (Dty (0 ^«) "
i=0

(Rib(t)Hs-b(t)H,Ri)Det'yu+

(Rrb(t)Ha-b(t)HsRT-)ru

From (**)-iii) it follows that ||/i||^_ ^C5||M||]3f,_ . In the same way as
in the proof of Lemma 3. 4 we have
I l/al Lf _r ^ 1 1 (^r^ - W)

from (**)-ii)

7* (0 «l l*_ r
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Also we have

tZ
i=o

«ll^_ r +WLf_ r )
ii)

(by (3.4)).

In the same manner as derived (30 4) we can easily check that

Thus ii) follows by the same argument almost identical to
preceding one.

the

Combining Lemma 3. 4 with Lemma 3. 5 imply
Lemma 3,6,

For

t

\ \ (Ab (0 H8 - H8Ab (0 ) yp-Hi| |^_r ^ C ( ( 1+ 770 1 |i (0 u] |^_1( _T

Let u<E:3ek+li-r(Rx(2) with D/M|, = O = O, 0^/^A for fl in §28
note by Lemma 14. 1 in Ohya [6] we can see
Then we set

We

^
L

and

The following notation is introduced for our convenience., ~ means
that the difference between the right and left side terms in some
k
equality is dominated by const* W k ( u ) . = means that the difference
between the right hand side and left hand side terms in the equality
represents a function whose ^f_ r -norm does not exceed const. <pk(u).
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Let Qj^&at00. Since we take 7- sufficiently large and choose fi away
from 0 in §4, we may assume for any j>0 f~s is small enough and
JTI<^CI for some constant
Lemma 3, 1'. For H and HI appeared in Lemma 3. 1 and
with DJtu = Q (Q^j^k) on t = Q, there holds

Proof. Since we may assume that it holds iTlf~l^\
we have by (3. 1)

and

= I ( (J7«) ~1/2

Therefore the lemma is proved.
As in the proof of Lemma 3. 1 ' the following results hold from
Lemma 3/2^-3.6 for u defined in Lemma 3. 1'.
Lemma 3.2'.
( (H-H*)

A\

Lemma 3. 3',

ii)

_

Lemma 3. 47.
( { (HVA*) b (0 -b(t) (HVA*) } b (0 -X

Lemma 3. 57.

c
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Lemina 38 6'.
( (Ab (0 Hd - H8Ab (0 } A*~lb (0 -\ QA^u)

^"Q.

Lemma 3Q 7, (Garding's inequlity) Let H= (Hjk)NxN be a hermitian
matrix of order N whose elements HJk are singular integral operators with
ff(Hjk) satisfying (**). Assume that for a positive constant dl
ff(Hr)^diI
where Hr=(Hjki^N><N and H^r is a regular part of Hjk.
Then there
exist positive constants d{ and C such that for u= t[ui, . . . , UN~] e Jf £Lr (U*)

Proof,

Taking account of (**)-i), we obtain
Re (HAu,

Au) ^ __r = Re (HrAu, Au) #

4- Re ( (H^ + H8} Au, Au) ^_r

Since taking ft so small that 0<C^<C^i ^((H^+H^Au^ Au)^_

is a

harmless term for our estimate, we have the desired estimate by using
Garding's inequality.
Remark 30 We consider a special case where H§=0 in (**).
Then the condition d^fj, in (**) and (**)-iii) can be removed and
we note still the same arguments as in the above go well for d = Q
and 0</^? toOo Thus we see that all the results in this section
hold for d = 0 in this case.
Remark 4. Even if in Lemma 3. l'~3. 6' we replace QAk~lu by
T~ QAk~lb (0 ~lu, it is seen that these lemmas remain valid. In fact,
for instance, under the same hypotheses of Lemma 30 1 ' we consider
((H^H-H^A^ r"W~^(0 "lu)^_r = Aa Then, rewriting
l

A = ( (771) -1/2 (H,oH- HJT) A*u,

(r~1^

as in the proof of Lemma 3. 1' we have
§4.

l/2

QA^b (t) ~lu) ^_r ,

\A\^CWk(u)»

Energy Inequality

Now we shall derive the energy estimate (1.5) and subsequently
the estimate (0.7). In this section we write s defined in (1.1) by
t again for convenience.
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We proceed the following argument according to [9],
Let
n l
l
1
X=(t, x,y\ r, rf)<=R + xC xR»- with Imr^O. For a fixed X=XQ,
we write {£?,..., £J} for the real roots of the equation Pms(X0, f) — 0
where £?=££? (i^j) and each ?J ig an ^-tiple root. Let X move
aroud within a sufficiently small neighborhood U(XQ) of X=XQ. Let

where {fy*(-30}4=i .....Wy denote the set of roots ? of Pwe(^ ?) =0 satisfying
? = ?/ at X= XQ. Let us also consider the roots ? of PmB(X, f) =0
in a neighborhood C/(Jf0) that are complex at X=XQ and satisfy
Imf>0, and call them {^(Z), . . . , Gm++(X)}. Similarly for Imf<0
o

we may define the set {ff(-Y), . . . . f"_(Z)}.
Set
m
0

y=i

Therefore PmB (X, f) is decomposed into products of smooth functions
as
h
~D f V £\
TT t-T f V £\ Z7 f V £\ J? f V £\
JL me v,-A 9 C/ — J-J- JnL j\A« C^-ti+v-^-j W-C'— \-^-5 s/
/=!

in U(XQ).
Consider the following polynomials of degree m — 1:

P y f tf \ -V^ j

a

£\
/£
£0\ k TT TJ f V £\ T? f V £"\ Z? / V ,^N J = l i - " i f t
W — v 1 * —^"^V •*--*- "Zv-^-j ^"/ -^+ \-^-5 W - ^ — \-"-j ^/ _ n

I
+ v-^-5
/ v Cy
£^ — ssfeTT
/'V
£ ^g)
z 7rL~
f ^A,
V ifs
fe
JL! w
jfz^
(^A,
gj

/'^
v,/C —nU, .

. .

_i5

,m+
WIQ —i ^1;,

/

If my is even, then mf = mj/2.
where e~sign((3/3r)^ w p (Z0).

if my is odd, then

mf=(mj-±£j')/2

Now we use the following notations: LB(X) = linear combinations
of [Bu(X9 ?),..., Bm+0(X9 £)}9L= {the polynomials of degree m — 1 in
f}, Ll(X) is the subspace of L generated by

{PJk(X, f)} /:*+"'* „ ._l5

«l.-(^e)}M.....m--r
Proposition 1. (Sakamoto [9] PP. 142) Let Z0e {Imr^O, (t, x,y, if)
e/? "}. If R(Xd#Q, then L = LB(X)®L,-A(X)
in U(XB~) n
2
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, and

«^TQ _y\*** i* j./

Lemma 4.1. For Q<a<l assume a(t)eC°(R+) and r a (*A)VO
eC°CR+) for j = 1,2 and a(t) is constant for t^T0. Then there exists
a constant ft with 0<C/3<O such that for £>0
(b (0 A) '« (t™) ^&0(R) ( j = 0, 1 ) .
Proof, We take ^3 a irreducible fraction whose denominator is odd
and 0<j8<l. Then we have
(4. 3)

(3/3**) a (*."-) - (dt/dt^ (3^/30

If ^ is chosen so that —fi+ a/fc^Q, then we have
|(3/3*Ofl(*.v*)K°o.
Thus we have by the mean value theorem for Jb t
Since U/ — ^2^ I ^C \ti~ t2\Bj the proof of this lemma for j = 0 is clear.
Next since from the assumption it follows that there holds tDta(f)
e^°(U + ) and r a (JDj) 2 fl(Oe#°(/Z+), we can prove in the same way
the case for j = l.
Lemma 4.2. For 0<^a<^l assume that a(t,y) is constant in {(£, y)
|(*,jO |^r0} and r a Z)5aA) y fl(^)eC°(/2- + ) /^ j^i, j+ |^|^2
and D^ya(t?y}^C°(R+} for |/i|^2. Then there exists a constant j8

Proo/. From Lemma 4.1 it follows that for (ft., jv£) eU n (i = l5 2)

| (A (* (0 4) ) (*i, ^i) - (A (* (0 *) ) (^ ^2) I

.Since \D$(b(f)a(f¥*,y))

l^^00 for |^| = 1, we have by the interpolation

theorem Z>5 (4 (0 * (*sV*oO ) ^«^^. Since we see immediately
the lemma is proved.

b(f)a(t?*,y)
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We set X" = (t, x,y\ ?, a, TJ) e/t1*1 X/J+ xR". Let U be a neighborhood
of XI— (tQ,x0,yQ; roj^o, %) in Rn+lxL+, Let symbol a (X") be difined
over U and be homogeneous of degree m in (f,ff,y)^R+xRn
and
let ^ be the regular symbol of degree 0 such that 0 = 1 on some
and its support is contained in U. Define
d(X")

=a(X")

Then we say that a(ZO is a standard extension of the local symbol
a(X")e Let 0(0 be a smooth function in t such that supp <p= { \t \ ^C}
and 0(0=1 in {|f|^C/2} for a constant C>0.
Now restrict our attension on the symbol Ae(X") =de(X") defined
for a local symbol a(X") &&pi<30(U) (p = 2, 3, . . . ) which is constant in
Ur\{(t, x, y) <=RxRn\ \(t, x, y) |^r0} XL+.
Then for a constant
0<C/*<1 we express AB(X") as
(4. 4)

Ae(X") =ar(X"} +a,(X")

+a(X"),

where
ar (X")

= 0. (XI)

<?> (X")

+ as (XI)

( 1 - 0 (Z") ) ,
- 4> (t) ) ,

with J^o=(^oj ^o» Jo! r> ff> '?)• Thus if we take U(X"a) small enough,
by using Lemma 4. 2 for an integer /z^O there exist positive constants
<5 and /3<1 such that it holds //^<5 and for ^=

sup
ar(X")
k

is a regular symbol, afl(Xff)

&&p>00(d) and aft and a§ are

regualr in

Let Sa= [a(X") \a(X") satisfies the properties of a. in (***)} and
denote a symbol class defined by replacing a by ap in the definition
of Sa by Sp. Then we remark that S^S^ for sufficiently large d.
Now we denote a(X") by a8(X").
In the following argument we
take h appropriately large.
If a symbol P(Z") =pr(X'") +p^(Xff) +p8(X"} satisfies (***), we say
P(X")
is a symbol of the type A(X"}.
Then we can observe that
symbols of the type A(X") satisfy (**) and for any fixed e,
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Lemma A and B hold for singular Integral operators with these
symbols. Therefore all the result in §3 hold for these operators,, We
use sometimes the following notation in this section0 If P(X'\ f)
= Tipi(X")£k-iAi(r, (73 57) where f e/J and pi(X") is a symbol of the
type A(X"), we write PV(X", 0 =2 p^X'^^A1 (v=r, p and 3).
j=0

From now on for any local symbol our concern Is only
operator with its standard extension. Therefore we write a(X")
d(X"} simply.

the
for

Lemma 4,3. Let p(X") and q(X") be symbols of the type A(X"}.
Then for k^N and u^^Mt,r with DJtu\t=Q = 0 (O^j^k), there holds
(4. 5)

(pA*u, qA^u) ^^

(pA*-\ qA*u) ^_f

Proof, It suffices to prove (4.5) for k = l.
We begin with the
proof of (4.5) for the case where p=pd and q — q§. We denote b(t)
by t for simplicity. By using Lemma 3. 6/

(4.6)

~(Atp8t Iu,q8u)tf>_ = (p8u3Atqst

l

u)^_

By the representation ps (X") = 2 afmYlm given in (2.2) we have
l,m i=0

where A!m- ^R^a^D^Y^, (]-) +TRr («!.[?,„ *]•)• We observe
the second term of the right hand side of (4. 6)

l.m

i=Q

M)^_

r

(by Lemma A-ii))

(by Lemma 3.4)
,

'

<~0 (by Lemma A-ii)).
In the same manner we have the last term of the right hand side of
(4.6)^0. Hence we obtain
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U, q8Au)^>_

(by using Lemma 3. 6')-

Since the proof of (4. 5) for other cases are more easy, we omit it.
Lemma 4.4. For non-negative integer m let H(X") and Hi(X"} be
symbols of the type A(X") with p^>max(m, 2) where p is appeared in
(***). For an integer Z^O and u^^fm+I+li^7 with Dstu\t=Q = Q (Q<Zj<^m + l)9
(4.7)

IKtf^KO^mO^^

Proof, We denote b(f) by t for simplicity. We carry out the
proof by induction on m, (4.7) holds for m = Q. In fact, by using
Lemma 3.1, we can easily prove it. Also (4.7) for m = l is valid.
In fact, from Lemma 3. 6 it follows that
i+i
i+i
Since HiAoHdAl = HioH8Al+l, by using Lemma 3. 1 we arrive at (4. 7)
for m = l .
For an integer m 0 ^2 suppose (4.7) is valid for m^mQ and any
integer /^O. Then we have

by Leibniz's formula

S Z (2- V^™0"1^0" (OF Hi) AlDi . (
l

,-=1 j=0\J/

2

m +l

*

1

( ) (Dlt ° (D^Hs) A (r
=oV /
~

^ °~ V°2 ( - i (m0 + 1 ) i ' (0 H, + tDtHi) DtAl (t "(J"0+1)M

Set 2(-i(m0+l)b'(t)H6+tDtHd-)DtA>
formula

= H?+v. Then we have by Leibniz's
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-^C z z s
7

|a|S«n-l j=0 »=0

setting

for

(4.8)

-1 »=0

applying Lemma A-ii) to the first term of (4. 8)

+ Z -l .'=0
Z J=l
Z
repeating the process from (4. 8) up to here
<
Similarly we have
(u)

(» = 3, 4).

By using Lemma A-ii) we have similarly

Therefore we get

By the assumption we have (4.7) for 772 = m0 + 1 .
completed the induction,,
Remark 5. In case /^l

by Lemma A-ii) we have
- ib ' (0 --HdA*r<m+») u

m+l

= HiAmoH8Alu (by using Lemma 4 9 4 ) 0

Hence we have
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Lemma 4. 4'. Under the same assumption of Lemma 4. 4 without
imposing Diu\t=0=0 (Q^j^m+l) on u there holds
(4. 9)

Proof.

By Lemma 3. 3. we have

Lemma 3.1 with 5 =
Proposition 2. Let
PCX", £) = f"+PiCX")f- 1 + . • • + P.CX")

^t^»i-l) where p{(X'") and q^X") (l^i
are symbols of the type A(X") with />^max(m, 2). For we^f m+lp _ r zwt

(Pa, Q*") ^_r ~ (Qa,

(4. 1 0)

1Q«.1

+ . . . + PmQm
and U^lDT'u, ADT\ . • . , Am-1u'],
0

]

'0 0
0-Q,0

0,1 Q,2* • • Qm-l

Q
'

Qo=

2

0

O^.'.i
Q.-i=

'o\j .. .. .• o\j
!:
T^o
70-°
I

o

o
w

02

0« i

L;.'..'o

ro

i
n
0

0.-J

.o-Q.o-0.!..

Proo/. When p{(X") =pir(X")+pifl(X")
and gM(JT") =?,_,.,(^") +
qi.ii/t(X") (l^i^m), by the same procedure to Theorem 1 in [9]
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pB 126, we arrive at (4. 10) using Lemma 3. 39 3. 3' and Lemma 4e 4'.
Let us prove (4,10) for p^X") =pid(X") and
^
(l^i^^)- We prepare the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. L^ ?(-£") be a symbol of the type A(X")e
For
j
1
+\a\^l9 O^i^m-l put F» = D xDfy ([^'Z)?' "*', ?J]M) (v = fr 3), ^w
<2 constant C such that for u^3(?m+ii-.r(Rn+~1) with DJiu\t=Q = Q

Proof.

When t is even, on account of Al= (f + D]+lZDl)i/2 we

have

When i is odd, using Leibniz's formula, we have
FSS (Aqj -qgA) D&f^DT^u
i (Aqf - qfA) b (0 DlfDff^-1Dy-1~l

(b (0

m

^0 (by Lemma 3. 5-ii).
In the same way we have using Lemma 30 3-ii)

We return to the proof of Proposition 20
for simplicity. We have

We denote b(t) by t

(4. 11)
i=Q j=Q

~r

where we write pQiS for the identity operator. In fact
i) in the case of i = m,
FmJ= (Z>>

Since
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by using Lemma 4. 5 we have
Fm.i^(qm^i.sDmxu, DiA-l-'u) ^_r.
ii)

in case i<jn, we have by Lemma 3. 6'

(4. 1 2)

Since by Lemma 3. 4 we have

taking account of Remark 43 from Lemma 4. 5 it follows
the second term of (4. 12)

We have by Lemma 4. 4

Thus we arrive at (4. 11).
In case i^j9 integrating by parts and making use of Lemma 4.3
we have

(4. 1 3)

We have for i^m — 1 by using Lemma 4.3
the last term e>/(4. 13)

^(pm-il8Qqm-^j.8

by the reverse procedure to ii)
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_

(4. 14)

in the same procedure from (4. 6) to the end of the proof of
Lemma 40 3
(4. 15)

"(q.-i-j.^-'Db,

DiA^p^u)^

Taking account of pQ,d= 1 obviously the above result remains valid
for Ofgir^m, too. Consequently by repeating the above procedure
interchanging i and j9 we arrive at (4. 10) for the case where
P(X", £)=P,CT, £)+£" and Q/X", £)=&,(**, f).
Other cases are proved more easily,, Therefore we omit it.
In the rest of this paper we denote b(f) by t for simplicity,,

Set T = 0 — if for a el? and
Following to Sakamoto [9] let us separate the standard extension
of Hj(X,£)
into the two parts such that Hj(X, f) = Hj(X9 f) irH^X, f) where
H'j(X, f) = ( f - f ?
H*,(X, f) =A^
where h'H(X) and h"ji(X) are real symbols for l^i^mja
Obviously
these symbols have the same properties as AZ(X"\ that is, these are
symbols of the type A(X"}.
Lemma 4 8 6. For an arbitrary 0</^<13 there exists a neighborhood
of X=XQ such that if Hj is the standard extension with respect to
U(fl\ then for Me^f m . + l i _ r with Ditu\t=Q = 0(0^i^mj^ there exist constants
C5 C and c such that

_r
l

r,

Proof.

\\Hiu\\^

+¥ («)}.
T

J

Let Q,(-ST, f) be any regular real symbol of degree my— 1
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such that

Then we observe

(#,M, Q.*a) *_,-«& #?"
= (H'jU, Q,*u)sr_r- (Qu,

By applying Proposition 2 to /b there exists a WyXm, matrix JPy such
that for

It is known in the proof of Lemma 3. 4 in [9] that we can choose
, £) so that for positive constants C and C' and C/=*[M« _i, . . . , MO]

»..;
By using Lemma 3. 7 we have,
m •-!

(4. 16) I^C

I
k=ntj

C / r^ 2

.;.i
"T"

1

^•

On the other hand, taking the neighborhood C/(A) of ^=Jf 0 sufficiently
small, we have
(4. 17) l2^cM\^.This inequality was proved for the case where Hs is regular in the
proof of Lemma 4. 4 in [9]; the extension to our case is carried out
in the same way taking care that Hj(X9g) is not smooth on £ = 0.
Since we have by Lemma 3, 2'

(Qu, (Hr-Hju)*

"

"(Qtt.'
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-i> (CD, - &t) "'-'Af-W,? - H'ltA^ CD, - &*) "'"') «})*_,
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4, 5 we have
(4.18)

(&,(#;-#,) fO*J^O.

Therefore (4. 16)^(4. 18) Imply that the desired result holds,
Let us separate the standard extension of E(X, ?) = E+(X, <?) X
£_ (^f, £) into the real and imaginary parts such that

E± (X, £) =£1 CY, f) -Z'£l (X, f),
where

From the arguments for Ae(X") it follows Immediately that
and ef(X)
(l^i^TTzf) are symbols of the type
Lemma 4. 7. For

«v,">~

i

±

,

n +1, -7

•"o-1
Z
i.—n

-V

fe=0

mQ-l

Proof.

We consider
±U\ \^_

= 1 1^-1

By using Lemma 3. 3 and Lemma 3. 6 we have
A-^u

+ E'±,A-iu)\\^

W

(by Lemma 3.4)

~'

>-C¥
(u).
—
«o ±
Therefore we have

ef'(X)
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Similarly we get
rA-iul-CV

(«) .

Since in the proof of Lemma 3. 5 in [9] it was established that
"'

we have
(4.19)

*-i,-r

o

1

Now we represent A~ E"±8 as in the form
A-lE"±su=A-lF±(rlu)

+G±A-l(rlu)

where
F± = tE"±dA-\ Af\ and G± = {t,Eff±8A-l~\A.
We note that by Lemma 3. 6 and Lemma 3. 4 we have
\\A-^F±t-lu\\2^ ^Crlfff

(4.20)

-"

± (n)

and

Now we shall prove
(4.21)

(E'±u, A-iE^u)

To prove this, we begin by considering
—7

m

~(At(E"±8A-l)t-\

A-lF±t-lu)^_

(by Lemma 3.6)

-lu)^_r (by Lemma 3.4)

We have by Lemma 3. 3' and Remark 4
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Therefore we have
(4. 22)

(E'±u, A-*F± (r *«)) ^_ r ~

(E±u3

A~*F± (rlu))

^

On the other hand we have by Lemma 30 6' and Remark 4
-

by the same way as used for estimating the second term of the right
hand side of (4. 6) in Lemma 4. 3

Similarly we have

Therefore we obtain
"I

A-l

-I

Combining (4.22) with (4. 23) implies (4.21). From (4.21) it follows
immediately
(4. 24)

I**~i {(&±u, E"±A-iu)^_r- (E"±A-\ E'±u)^_r
+ 2Im (E±u, (A~1F± + G±A~1} rlu) ^_^.

We have
(4.25)

|2Im(E ± M, (A~lf

We denote El/1"1 by K± for simplicity.
/,*' =i { (E'±u, Klu) *_-

Let

(K±u, E'±*u) *_r] .

From Proposition 2 it follows that there exists a m^Xm^
£ ±(X) such that
'

matrix
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Then it is known in [9] that the following inequality holds for
| r | 2 + j ? | 2 = l and £/='[«„*_!,....,
«o]
WQ •
°E \uk\2.

k=0

From Lemma 3. 7 it follows that
(4.26) +

/ 2 + '^-cf°E

k=0

(4.26).
By the same argument as derived (4. 18) we have

'
On the other hand
(E'±u, (KZ-KJ

by the same way as used for deriving (4. 12) and as derived
from (4. 14)

(4. 15)

by the same way as derived (4. 18)
(4.27)

m

£(E±u,(Ki-K±)u)#_7.

Similarly the

absolute value of (4. 27) is dominated
± ( M ) ) . Consequently we obtain

by

const.

Hence by (4.19), (4. 24) ~~ (4. 26) ± and the just obtained inequality
we get the desired result.
Here and in the rest of this paper let u be the solution of (1.4).
We consider the symbol PmB in a neighborhood U(X^) of X=XQ as

=Hh(X, f) PU(X, I) =E+ (X, f) Q.0+ (X, f) =E_ (X, f) ar (J5T, f)
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and the corresponding operators with standard extension with respect
to U(XQ)a
Now we introduce a neighborhood of XQ: Ui such that
Jfo^L^Cf/oCt/. Let 0o be a regular symbol of degree 0 such that
supp 0oC£/0 and ^o^l on C/i- Then by Remark 5 and Lemma 40 4'
we have

Let

(4. 28)

P'm&(X, £) =Pme(Z3 f) -f-.

Then it holds

We have by (4.28)

By using this estimate and the easily proved inequality for j'eJ¥=
(4 OQ^

f\ °°p - W f - Z J l lI|W||
iAl2 2

f°°

I [22
L (^ +df<C\
)^= G }/p-Zrtf-zu-Ull*.
^
i'^liL
(^ + rj*r

Jo

we have

(4.30)

Vm&)^C{r*

Z

(llr^Diiilli."~ + r2ll*-IDf,DiM||5r )

Now we introduce some notations for convenience B
&^>0 5 we denote

= z

z ii

|a|+i^w-l

\/3\=k

z

z

|o|+i^m-l |^8|=

Then we observe that

For any integer
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¥p (a)

If we take f*y+1P^oi«o#«/"Wy~1tt+ (Pjo^ + Pjo.^ °0ou instead of u in the
statement of Lemma 4. 6, using Remark 5 and Lemma 4. 4' we have
a)/

vll^o<Mlls_1|_r + "i:^ C

^j^Mr.^,,. _r + c, (r-1 g «'l I (rO -^««l l^_ r

^c

i=2

for arbitrary 0</^<1 and j=!,..., A. If we take

instead of u in the statement of Lemma 4e 7, we have similarly

b)
j=o

c) rlldir#B«lli.

+ S

S

j=0

By Proposition 1 and combining a) y , b) and c) we have for sufficiently small /*,

Since Pjk(l^j^h, 0^£^m y -l) and ftfCO^A^mo*-!) form a basis
of L3 by adding the inequalies a) y? b) and c) and using the just
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obtained estimate we obtain

By using the following inequality
1
z (r

S ^1 1 CrO -' (-PS - Pae) n\ \^_r

and (4. 31) we have

(4. 32) (2 -

m_1( _ r

^ C2 (r-1

Put jr.=

{(r, 7 )eC 1 X/Z"- 1 |Imr^O, k | 2 + | ^ ! 2 = l } 0

We can choose

T

a finite open covering {C7(Z»): ^*=(^ ^,^5 k> %)^^XJf_}i.i of
J?X Jf _ where £= {(^9 ^ y) ^Rn+l \ \ (t, x, y) \ ^T2] and T2-max{r05
TQk} . Then we consider a partition of unity {<j)k} {=1 crresponding to
open covering and we take every U(Xk) so small that for every <f*k
j
(4.32) holds instead of 00. Put a = S ^*- For |j8|^j we have

Connecting the above inequalities with (4. 32) implies that for every
<f>k there exist constants C(k)9 Cf and c$ such that

£=2

Adding (4 B 33)j for l^k^J there exist constants Ca and ca such that
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for C(a)=max C(k)
(4.34)

Now we take // so small that 2 — C(a)//>0.
Recalling that the coefficients of {PB9BJe} are constant in Rn+1\K,
following to [9] we have
(4.35)

Then, by (4. 34) and (4. 35) we have
i
1
(A
Vfi\
\j±0 ODJ

/O
\^Z

u^rW^
(n\ ^L/6
<C V
V)
fr s \U)
/ . \ff-v" VM
/ ,I i

.7=1

where v = C(a}jjt+ (C5 + C3) f"1. Now we take ^ so large that for any
T = Ti ft holds 2 — v>0. Then we note that we can take C6 independent of such r. Let M(s) ^4(C a + 2ca^) (2-y)- 1 + 3B
Since it was shown in [9] that the solution u of (1. 4) is
independent of 7-, by integration by parts, it holds
m _i_fc(« + >

= - l/4(9/5 r )

O

S

fe=0

oo
0

dt

m-1

r^

k=0

m-l-k

Multiplying the both sides of (4.36) by 2(2-v)~1rm+\ by the above
equality we have
(4. 37)

- 1/2 (S/9r)
Jo

|a|S

1 ) /2 - 2 (Ca + ca5) (2 - w) -1
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We consider

-ti:

-l

iu\\\2dtdr

l)3i=s

£ CKXK + )

by Fubini's theorem and integration by parts with respect to j

22
Integrating the both sides of (4. 37) over (ft, oo) the above inequality
implies that we have by the dominated convergence theorem
(4. 38)
Jr
V[A

By Fubini's theorem and integration by parts with respect to j we
have
W"1

f °° M

(4.39) \JO 7=0
sr'-'E
Sll^^l!^
,!,.,«
ia|^s
fe=0
m-l-fe ^ +
jW

[M] + l

(

-2r fx

j

*

foe

^C Z=0 {l a£l ^ s \JOr*l|D?,P8tt||2L2

L (/2

+)

dt

»z— 1 r. p^

\Jo r^'HAr'0

m-l-r.-k(

Remark 6. If P and JB,- are the same operators as treated in [8; 9],
then taking account of Remark 3 we may take K = \, 5 = 0 and
0<^<O all through the above arguments. Clearly Ca may be taken
0. Therefore we conclude the loss of regularity do not occur in this
case and so the energy estimate obtained in the above takes the form
of extension of one in [8; 9],
The proof of Theorem L L Let us choose N(s) so that 2N(s) +1
^[M]-t-2. Then on account of (1.3) by using Lemma 14. 1 in
Ohya [6] we have
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(4.40)

__r

+ Zl l-Df,&

By making use of (4. 28) and (4. 29) we have for \a \ =s and h= 19 2. . .
(4.41)

||0?,a||* m-l+h,,OT
,xRn^C{\\D«tyPsU\\2aff
' l +*
H

((0 T )xR

(COT)XRB)

A_1((0.r1)x«+)

4T^

+

2

U ll
y
I\\IJZ
Z_i
-J)tyf ^ M
\\TT
//n 7^ >>vi?» v1e
1^1=1
- ff m+^-2 ((0 ' T l )x/2 + )

By using (4.41) for A = 1,2,... successively, we conclude that
(4.42)

|M|

holds.
Combining (4.40) with (4.42) we obtain Theorem 1.1.
The proof of (0. 7). Let us go back to ^-variable in (1.1) again.
From (4. 39) it follows

[M]+l CT

^C l aS
s {\
rrti|(r*-1>A)^'r-/o||21^,w,+)*-1*
l ^ s i=0
JO
(K

1
4-V
+ 2_,

v

2.,
j=l k+\»\gm-l-rj

}

<
a +k a +v Krj
\\ t/-«(»+i)ii/
n ' t~I 'a gjO\\
li 2 2
\\(t /-(K-i)r)
Lit)} Q JJy

T (rfn-l^
L (R
)

JO

Now for G=

-(K-l)9
N=\

r[G/2] + l (G>0)
I 0

(G^O)

and

let
Ar

f[G?y/2] + l

JV,-=<
10

(Gy>0)

In case A:^! by the same procedure from (4.40) to (4.42) we
obtain (0.7). When 0<><15 by taking M so large that
in the same way we have the desired result.
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x

In §1^§4 we considered the flat mixed problem for a degenerate
hyperbolic equation Here we shall consider a degenerate hyperbolic
mixed problem without imposing the flatness at £ = 0 on data,,
We define for a non-negative integer l^m
s=0

Ps=

i;

aijv(t,

i+j+\V\=S

with aM^Q, aQmQ=l and Bk by (0.3).
We assume that the coefficients of {P5 Bk} satisfy the following
condition :
v\^m-l-l),biju and tr(i+lv»bkijv are in J>°°((0 3 T)
ii) The indicial equation associated with P is defined by
/=o

where ^./(A:, jv) =fl OT -/.o,o(05 Ar,j;). Then we assume that ^ (/i, A;, jv) ^0
for any integer l^m — l (see Tahara [11]).
Furthermore we assume [tm~lP, Bk} satisfy the assumption (A) .
Now we consider the mixed problem for {P3 Bk] .

n
on * =

(M.P.)

^j^m-l-l, on ^ =
Theorem. For giww /z,- (A:, jO e //„, (/Z!JL) (j = 0,0 a., m -1 - 0, & (t, y)
(^T)xRn~l) (k=l,..a,m+*) and f^H00((Q3T)xRn+) there exists
a unique solution u^H00((Q9 T) xU+) of the problem (M. P.), provided
the data satisfy the compatibility condition of infinite ordera
Proof.

Let w(£ 3 x,j;) be a smooth solution of the Gauchy problem
(P[u]=f

in

\D'tu(Q,x,y)=hj

(Q,T)XR»+
for j = 0,.. „, m-l -L
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By Taylor's formula in t we can express u(t,x,y) in the form

u(t, x9y) =

i=0

for s&N. Therefore under the assumptions i) and ii) we can uniquely
determine the Taylor coefficients X-(Xj;)}!~J inductively.
Then,
taking account of compatibility condition we can find
so that D\(f—P\_w\) 1^0 = 0 and Djt(gk- Bk[ui\) \tsaQ = 0 for j^O and
k = l, ..., m+. Hence (M. P.) is reduced to the following flat mixed
problem
' tm-*P[u] =r-|(/-P[zi;]) =/0
in
(0, T) xRn+
fto, l^k^m+, on (0, T)
-l,
on t = Q.
Thus the proof can be accomplished by using the same technique as
stated in §1~§4.
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